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ABSTRACT
The exoplanet revolution is well underway. The last decade has seen order-of-magnitude increases in the number
of known planets beyond the Solar system. Detailed characterization of exoplanetary atmospheres provide the
best means for distinguishing the makeup of their outer layers, and the only hope for understanding the interplay
between initial composition chemistry, temperature-pressure atmospheric profiles, dynamics and circulation.
While pioneering work on the observational side has produced the first important detections of atmospheric
molecules for the class of transiting exoplanets, important limitations are still present due to the lack of sys-
tematic, repeated measurements with optimized instrumentation at both visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR)
wavelengths. It is thus of fundamental importance to explore quantitatively possible avenues for improvements.
In this paper we report initial results of a feasibility study for the prototype of a versatile multi-band imaging
system for very high-precision differential photometry that exploits the choice of specifically selected narrow-band
filters and novel ideas for the execution of simultaneous VIS and NIR measurements.
Starting from the fundamental system requirements driven by the science case at hand, we describe a set of
three opto-mechanical solutions for the instrument prototype: 1) a radial distribution of the optical flux using
dichroic filters for the wavelength separation and narrow-band filters or liquid crystal filters for the observations;
2) a tree distribution of the optical flux (implying 2 separate foci), with the same technique used for the beam
separation and filtering; 3) an ’exotic’ solution consisting of the study of a complete optical system (i.e. a brand
new telescope) that exploits the chromatic errors of a reflecting surface for directing the different wavelengths at
different foci.
In this paper we present the first results of the study phase for the three solutions, as well as the results of
two laboratory prototypes (related to the first two options), that simulate the most critical aspects of the future
instrument.
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1. SCIENTIFIC RATIONALE: THE ATLAS OF EXOPLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
The exoplanet revolution is well underway. More than 3 000 extrasolar planets are known today and those which
have been well characterised show an astonishing diversity concerning their orbital (period, semi-major axis,
eccentricity) and physical (radius, mass, density) parameters; this diversity is related to different formation and
evolution histories.
The majority of the discovered exoplanets are small-size and low-mass planets. Indeed, planet occurrence
rates derived from both radial velocity surveys and the Kepler space telescope indicate that small and low-mass
planets, i.e. mini-Neptunes, super-Earths and Earth-sized planets, occur far more frequently than giant planets
(e.g., Howard et al. 20101 ; Fressin et al. 20132), and they are two-three times more common around M dwarfs
than FGK main-sequence stars (Mulders et al. 20153). In particular, more than 50% of M dwarfs have at least
one planet with 1 ≤ Rp ≤ 2 R⊕ and orbital period P < 50 d according to Dressing & Charbonneau (2015)4 .
The frequency of giant planets orbiting solar-like stars is ∼ 5% for P < 400 d and decreases to ∼ 1% for
P < 10 d (e.g., Santerne et al. 20165), that is for the so-called hot Jupiters (with high equilibrium temperatures,
Teq & 1000 K, given their proximity to the host star).
The atmospheres of giant planets can be investigated with different techniques such as i) spectrophotometry
and low-dispersion spectroscopy of transits and secondary eclipses from UV to mid-IR, ii) NIR and mid-IR
phase curves, iii) high-dispersion spectroscopy, and iv) direct imaging (see, e.g., the reviews by Seager & Deming
20106 , Burrows 20147 and Crossfield 20158 , and references therein). In particular, transit spectrophotometry
consists in measuring the transit depth (hence the planetary radius) at multiple wavelengths (λ) to find out at
which wavelengths the transit is deeper (Rp is larger) and thus the atmosphere is more opaque because of atomic
and/or molecular transitions. In such a way, it is possible to obtain the planet’s “transmission spectrum”. A
theoretical transmission spectrum computed by Fortney et al. (2010)9 is shown in Fig. 2 (dotted line) for a hot
Jupiter with Rp = 1.3 RJup, Teq = 2000 K, and surface gravity g = 25 m s
−2; the planetary radius is larger
at the wavelength of the sodium and potassium doublets because of absorption of stellar light by these alkali
species in the upper planetary atmosphere.
Transmission spectra have been obtained with spectrophotometry for more than twenty hot Jupiters orbiting
relatively bright host stars (V < 12.5) with both space-born facilities mainly onboard the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) and ground-based instrumentation at telescopes with apertures generally larger than 3.5 m (WHT, VLT,
GTC, Gemini-South, etc.). Planets with “inflated” radii (e.g., Baraffe et al. 201410 ) and high temperatures are
the most promising targets for atmospheric characterization thanks to their relatively large atmospheric scale
heights (defined by H = kT/µmg, where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, µm is mean molecular
weight, and g is surface gravity).
The results obtained up to now show a surprising diversity of the atmospheres of hot Jupiters. Both Na and
K have been detected for several of them but in some cases only one of the two species (Na or K) has been found.
Some transmission spectra are “clear” with possibly distinct pressure-broadened wings of Na and K features
(Fischer et al. 201611 ); other spectra are dominated by hazes, i.e. clouds composed by small-size particles
(< 0.1 µm) that attenuate the Na and K absorption features and give rise to stronger Rayleigh scattering than
clear spectra (e.g., Pont et al. 201312 , Nikolov et al. 201513 ); clouds with larger particles may flatten to a
greater extent the planetary spectra especially in the NIR (Sing et al. 201514 ). Moreover, recent observations
with the WFC3 on board the HST led to the detection of H2O in the atmosphere of some hot Jupiters but with
a variety of absorption amplitudes (e.g., Kreidberg et al. 2014a15 , Madhusudhan et al. 201416 ). These H2O
varying amplitudes seem to be caused by different levels of obscuration by hazes/clouds rather than primordial
water depletion during planet formation (Sing et al. 201617 ). However, the composition of these hazes/clouds
and the reason why they are present at high altitudes in some exoplanetary atmospheres but not in others are
completely unknown.
Detections of Na and H2O have been used to determine vertical temperature-pressure profiles (e.g., Sing et
al. 200818 , Stevenson et al. 201419 ). In addition to Na, K, and H2O, also TiO and VO are expected to be found
in the atmospheres of the hottest giant planets (Fortney et al. 200820 ) and their presence would leave clear
imprints in the transmission optical spectrum but no firm detection has been reported up to now. These species
are thought to produce atmospheric temperature inversions according to theoretical models (even though several
other compounds have also been suggested), and this prediction might be tested with emission spectroscopy in
the near- and mid-IR, in case of TiO/VO detection.
Transmission spectra of a few smaller planets, such as Neptune-size planets or mini-Neptunes, have been
obtained with spectrophotometry and turned out to be flat, i.e. they do not show any molecular features.
For the time being, it is not clear whether such flat spectra are due to high mean molecular weights (H-poor
atmospheres) or the presence of hazes/clouds (e.g., Kreidberg et al. 2014b21 , Knutson et al. 201422 ).
Here we report initial results of a feasibility study for the prototype of a versatile multi-band imaging sys-
tem that exploits the choice of specifically selected narrow-band filters and novel ideas for the execution of
simultaneous measurements at VIS & NIR∗ wavelengths. This instrument will allow us to obtain planetary
transmission spectra from 0.35 to 1.7 µm and thus search at the same time for Na, K, TiO/VO, and H2O as
well as the presence of hazes and/or clouds, even in a single observing night in some cases†. Therefore it would
represent a step forwards with respect to current instrumentation given that multiple observations, sometimes
separated by years, with multiple instruments are nowadays required to obtain a transmission spectrum in the
same wavelength range. Moreover, simultaneous observations with our prototype will allow us to better cor-
rect for nightly (atmospheric and instrumental) variations and for long-term stellar behaviour due to changing
starspot coverages, which may affect the derived planetary radius (e.g., Ballerini et al. 201223 ).
Only the GROND instrument mounted on the 2.2 m MPI/ESO telescope is capable to-date to undertake
truly simultaneous observations at both optical and NIR wavelengths (Greiner et al. 200824). However, the
use of standard broad-band filters hampers the interpretation of any radius variation with wavelength (see, e.g,
Mancini et al. 201325 , 201426), as most of the effects related to the presence of specific atmospheric compounds
are materialized in terms of sharp spikes in Rp(λ) with widths of 10 nm, or less. Our prototype will be able
to carry out simultaneous photometric measurements with “higher resolution”, realized in this case through the
adoption of a significant number of ad-hoc narrow-band filters.
2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
We describe here the two-tiered approach established for the above mentioned feasibility study: a) the develop-
ment of a scientific simulator aimed at quantifying the performance in the retrieval of the fundamental physical
quantity (planetary radius vs. λ) as a function of instrument parameters and observing strategy, to establish
the fundamental system requirements driving b) the investigation of a number of opto-mechanical solutions for
the prototype.
2.1 Scientific Simulator
2.1.1 Instrument+Site Model Simulator
In the study of the performance of the instrument based on simulations of photometric measurements, this
component concerns the estimate of the expected total photometric error budget for each measurement in each
of the narrow passbands selected for the prototype (Sect. 2.2). The calculation takes into account the Spectral
Energy Distribution of the host star, the general characteristics of the optical system (telescope + filters +
detector), the typical properties of a good observing site, and a possible observational strategy.
The parameters considered for the optical system are
a) the telescope diameter;
b) the transmission coefficients for mirrors, filters, dichroics, and other optical components.
The parameters considered for the detectors are as follows:
a) quantum efficiency;
∗according to the specifications for the NIR observations, sites like Paranal and Dome C (Antarctica) have atmospheric
conditions transparent enough at the considered NIR bands (Sect. 2.2).
†depending also on the aperture of the telescope on which it will be possibly mounted.
b) readout noise per pixel;
c) dark current per pixel;
d) gain factor (electrons/ADU).
A pixel scale of 0.3 arcsec/pixel was considered at this step as a preliminary value, being this a reliable value
for a targeted photometric follow-up. Finally, the parameters considered for the observing site are
a) the altitude;
b) the sky brightness (mag/arcsec2), as measured at the TNG site in standard photometric bands in new
Moon conditions‡. The adopted values must be considered as upper limits for our working bands, which
cover ranges smaller than those actually used for the sky brightness measurements;
c) the atmospheric transmission coefficient, interpolated at the given passband.
The simulation assumes a constant airmass and, following one of the most innovative features of the prototype,
different exposure times are considered for each band of interest. It is assumed that scientific observations are
performed with the telescope slightly out of focus, as is quite common practice when carrying out ground-based
transit photometry (e.g., Southworth et al. 200927). This implies that the simulated PSF FWHM is nearly
an order of magnitude larger than the pixel scale. The circular aperture to perform target photometry is an
additional input parameter to the code. The aperture radius is set to 2.5-3 times the value of the FWHM to
ensure that almost all of the incident flux falls within the aperture.
The photometric error budget includes contributions from:
a) readout noise and dark current;
b) scintillation;
c) sky background;
d) photon noise.
For our preliminary simulations we consider a G2V star and assume three typical apparent magnitudes (V=10,
11, and 12) for the exoplanet host star. The stellar flux is calculated from the flux per unit wavelength incident
upon the surface of the Earth’s atmosphere (in Watts m−2 nm−1), which is derived from real measurements of the
Hubble Space Telescope§(HST). Specifically, we selected HD 205905 (V=6.74) as the standard star for deriving
the out-of-atmosphere fluxes in our bands, which were then adjusted to the simulated stellar magnitudes. These
flux values are then multiplied by the collecting area of the telescope and the exposure times, and are scaled
taking the transmission coefficients of the optics and the atmosphere into account, to simulate the number of
photons reaching the detector.
For the case discussed in this work we assume a 3.6 m telescope. We show in Fig. 1 the predicted photometric
errors (in mmag) per measurement for the passbands defined in Sect. 2.2 and the three considered apparent
magnitudes. The reference exposure times, which are inset in the plot, were selected to avoid saturation and are
lower than 120 seconds, that we assumed as the upper limit for our sampling strategy.
‡http : //www.tng.iac.es/info/la palma sky.html
§http : //www.stsci.edu/hst/observatory/crds/calspec.html
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Exposure times for each band (in seconds):
(V=10) [90, 90, 110, 60, 110, 60, 60, 60, 60]
(V=11) [90, 90, 110, 60, 110, 60, 60, 60, 60] 
(V=12) [90, 90, 110, 80, 110, 80, 80, 80, 80]
Figure 1: Expected errors per measurement (in mmag) for each of the passbands considered in this work
(Sect. 2.2). We considered a G2V star with three different apparent magnitudes: V=10 (red dots); V=11 (green
dots); V=12 (blue dots). The simulated exposure times for each passband are indicated in the overplotted text.
2.1.2 Observing Campaign Simulator
The second module of the scientific simulator aims at evaluating our capability to recover the radius variations
as a function of wavelength due to the presence of chemical species in the atmosphere of a transiting planet.
For this purpose, we injected transit signals into synthetic light curves for each passband with transit depths
corresponding to the planetary radii as predicted by the atmospheric models of Fortney et al. (2010).9 In
particular, we used, as a comparative case, a transiting planet with mean radius Rp=1.3 RJup, orbital period
P = 1.43 days, and inclination i = 90 deg, orbiting the primary with radius R? = 1 R and mass M? = 1 M.
For the planet we chose an atmospheric model with Teq = 2000 K, surface gravity 25 m s
−2, and without
TiO and haze. For each band we used a quadratic limb-darkening (LD hereafter) law.
We considered a time sampling between 60 s and 90 s for the nine passbands (see previous section) with a
single point uncertainty between 0.3 mmag (wider bands and lower magnitude of the host star) and 1.7 mmag
(narrower bands and higher stellar magnitude), and three transit events in total.
The signal reconstruction was carried out using a least-square method with the Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm and the Mandel & Agol (2002)28 formalism for the transit model, by fixing the two LD coefficients and
the orbital period (supposed to be well known).
Figure 2 shows the retrieved planetary radius as a function of wavelenght with overplotted the synthetic
planetary spectrum (dotted lines). The three panels correspond to the three different stellar magnitudes we
considered. Horizontal bars indicate the width of the nine passbands (Sect. 2.2) and the vertical error bars are
the uncertainties on Rp as determined from the covariance matrix.
In Table 1 we report on the main results of our preliminary simulations expressed in terms of the SNR of the
detection of the species Na, K, and H2O. The SNR was computed as the difference between the retrieved planetary
radius at the peak of the absorption features and that of the adjacent continuum by taking the uncertainties on
Rp values into account.
Figure 2: Planet radius [RJup] vs wavelength [nm]. The synthetic planetary spectrum is plotted with a dotted
line. Crosses with error bars are the retrieved planetary radii of the injected atmospheric absorption signals for a
hot Jupiter with Teq = 2000 K and g = 25 m s
−2 transiting a G2V star with three different apparent magnitudes:
V=10 (panel a); V=11 (panel b); V=12 (panel c). Note the increasing uncertainties on Rp as we move to fainter
stars.
Additional simulations are ongoing to test whether a different number and/or different widths of the adopted
narrow-band filters (Sect. 2.2) may yield more robust detections with less dedicated telescope time per target.
These new simulations make also use of more sophisticated Bayesian transit fitting techniques (e.g., Bonomo et
al. (2015)29).
Table 1: SNR for the main three atmospheric absorption bands as a function of the magnitude of the host star.
V=10 V=11 V=12
Na 6.1 3.9 2.5
K 4.9 3.5 3.2
H2O 8.3 5.0 1.9
2.2 Opto-mechanical solutions
The project of a simultaneous multi-band camera for the characterization of exoplanets with a photometrical
study has already started. We have pointed out three main sub-project investigated in parallel:
1. Chromolo - A a radial distribution of the optical flux using dichroic filters for the wavelength separation
and narrow band filters or liquid crystal filters for the observations
2. Chromolo - B a tree distribution of the optical flux (that means 2n focuses). The same technique as in
point 1 is used for the beam separation and filtering
3. Chromolo - C the most exotic solution is to study a complete optical system (i.e. a brand new telescope)
that exploit the chromatic error of a reflecting surface for focusing the different wavelength in different
location at the focal plane.
The main requirements and specifications for such an optical system are those initially defined based on the
simulation work described above and they are briefly summarized here table:
• 370± 20 nm ,‘Rayleigh Scattering’
• 480± 4 nm
• 589.3± 0.6 nm , ‘Na Doublet’
• 680± 10 nm
• 766.5± 0.6 nm , ‘K doublet’
• 800± 10 nm
• 1280± 20 nm
• 1450± 20 nm , ‘H2O’
• 1685± 20 nm
where for each band the FOV should be at least of 5’x5’ up to 20’x20’ with a typical PSF FWHM of 4 to 10
arcsec with a sampling around 0.15-0.6 arcsec/pixel.
2.2.1 Radial Solution
As shown in figure 5 the fundamental idea is to design a camera that could be mounted on basically any telescope,
assuring the minimal flux needed. The dichroic LWP (Low Wavelength Pass) or HWP (High Wavelength Pass)
will split the main optical bundle separating it over a broad wavelength range. Before focusing on the sensor a
narrow band filter or a liquid crystal tunable (hereafter LCT Filter or LCTF)filter will take place for selecting
the right wavelength. The behaviour of the LCT Filters allows to change the band at any moment during the
observation and allows a best fit to the observational requests without any HW intervention on the camera
system. Specific choices for the dichroic scheme are being investigated. A concept for an innovative way of
implementation of simultaneity of the measurements and filter selection is described below.
Figure 3: Schematic of the radial configuration of Chromolo camera with a proxy telescope
Synchronous acquisition As outlined in the scientific simulator section, it is crucial to obtain a strong and
repeatable coherence in the frames acquisition. In fact only if all the observations at different wavelength are
perfectly synchronous the data obtained could be together and add a strong parameter to the planetary model.
The way to obtain this result in our multi-λ camera is to fix the MJD (Mid Julian Date, hence the JD at half
exposure time) of each exposure as contemporary for each λ-frame. This is the only option to have frames
aligned along the time axis, thus obtaining a cubic fits where each frame slice has the same MJD. Otherway it is
impossible to have the starting and ending time equal for all λ-frames due to the flux differences on the SED of
each target. Achieving the contemporaneity at MJD will be made possible by installing a well calibrated splitting
dichroic (i.e 92% of flux transmitted, 8% of flux reflected) on the light path just before the focal extraction and
after the wavelength filters. On the 8% reflected ligth path a photodiodes will be put in order to estimate the
amount of the flux joining the sensor at the focal extraction. Having such an information will permit to fine
estimate the exposure needed for the CCD imaging phase. A dedicated management SW will reduce all the
information for the different wavelength branches of the instrument and calculate the correct MJD to be set for
each run of exposure. Setting the MJD and knowing the exposure for each λ it will be only a work on offsetting
and delaying the start of each λ-frame in order to align the MJD of all the exposures. The use of a photodiode
is to have a wider dynamic range of functioning in order to have a wider span on the flux accepted by the
instrument, hence a wider magnitude target sample could be reached.
Following the procedure step by step of the control flow over the acquisition run:
• after pointing
• for each photodiode start acquisition(15 s)
• readout(acquisition photodiode)
• calculate(exposure for each CCD)
• for each CCD calculate(offset for aligning MJD)
• readout(CCD acquisition)
2.2.2 Xmas tree Solution
As already said the technique for separating all different wavelengths is the same as in2.2.1. We are exploring
dichroic filters in order to split bands into different optical path. This solution has been investigated because
with a tree separation of the wavelengths the light will pass through less optical surfaces, and so there is a fewer
absorption in term of flux. The biggest problem of such a configuration is the strong dependency of the number
of wavelength to be separated that has to be 2n with n positive integer. As pointed out before we have to
investigate exoplanets in 9 bands so, if it is not possible to trim out one wavelength, we must extract, with this
configuration, 16 foci with 7 of them unused. This is a waste of flux. It is now under study the possibility to
reduce to 8 the bands to be studied.
2.2.3 Chromatic Solution
For this part of the project we have concluded the simulation about the PSF centroid position at the focal plane
of an imaginary telescope. The way to investigate the feasibility of a strong chromatic telescope is to study
the movement of the PSF centroid at the focal plane in function of some coefficients of Zernike polynomials.
Starting from the study made for GAIA mission30 we already know that the most influencing terms of the Zernike
polynomials are 6,9,14,15,19,20,21. The simulation is built on a MCMC multiple chain for being sure about the
convergence of likelihood that is estimated as a simple distance between the PSF maxima. A complete simulation
on multiple chain will be ran soon, and for completeness not only the space of the coefficient maximizing the
chromaticity will be studied, but a full investigation for 21 parameters has been done. The simulation carried
out has as input parameters the aperture of the optical system and the f/#. The aperture can vary from 0.5
m to 4.0 m with a step of 50 cm. For the f/# we have chosen some typical values for photometrical telescope
of this range of aperture. The MCMC allow us to trim dramatically the number of iterations and so it is a big
gain in execution time. The MCMC simulation outlined a problem that at the beginning was not encountered,
indeed a lot of couple of Zernike polynomials coefficients are complementary, hence moving one parameter leads
to compensate the barycenter offset of the PSF of another one. We decided to simulate singularly each Zernike
polynomial coefficient in order to estimate the entity of the PSF barycenter displacement, regarding the center
of the focal plane.
(a) Baricenter along X calculated at different
wavelength for a telescope with an Aperture 4.0
m and f/ # 12.0
(b) Baricenter along Y axis calculated at different
wavelength for a telescope with an Aperture 4.0
m and f/ # 12.0
Figure 4: Example of the Zernike parameters simulation
As showed in fig. 4 the barycenter elongation, hence the chromaticity of the system is more evident at higher
aperture and f-number. This behaviour is in average maintained for the other lower degree coefficients of the
Zernike Polynomials.
2.2.4 Liquid Crystal Tunable Filters
Liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTFs) are optical filters that use electronically controlled liquid crystal (LC)
elements to transmit a selectable wavelength of light and exclude others. The main difference with the original
Lyot filter is that the fixed wave plates are replaced by switchable liquid crystal wave plates. LCTFs are known
for enabling very high image quality and allowing relatively easy integration with regard to optical system design
and software control but having lower peak transmission values in comparison with conventional fixed-wavelength
optical filters due to the use of multiple polarizing elements. This can be mitigated in some instances by using
wider bandpass designs, since a wider bandpass results in more light traveling through the filter. Some LCTFs
are designed to tune to a limited number of fixed wavelengths such as the red, green, and blue (RGB) colors while
others can be tuned in small increments over a wide range of wavelengths such as the visible or near-infrared
spectrum from 400 to the current limit of 2450 nm. The tuning speed of LCTFs varies by manufacturer and
design, but is generally several tens of milliseconds, mainly determined by the switching speed of the liquid
crystal elements. There is a strong dependency of the tuning speed against the working temperature, lower
temperature makes the viscosity higher hence an higher time to tune is necessary, this should be minimized at
higher temperatures. Implement a set of LCTFs in a multiwavelgth camera fr astronomical purposes increase the
capability of the optical design to reach different wavelegth at the same focal extration exceeding the capabilties
of a classical filter. There is also another type of solid-state tunable filter: the Acousto Optic Tunable Filter,
based on the acousto-optic effect of sound waves to diffract and shift the frequency of light, but they are discarded
due to their poorness in imaging quality. LCTFs are capable of diffraction-limited imaging onto high-resolution
imaging sensors and they can have working aperture sizes up to 35mm and can be placed into positions where
light rays travel through the filter at angles of over 7 degrees from the normal. LCTFs can have a long lifespan
(many years) and they are lightweight, capabilities that can make possible even to design a portable instruments
that could be used on a wider set of instruments.
Environmental factors that can cause degradation of filters are extended exposure to high heat and humidity,
thermal and/or mechanical shock, and long-term exposure to high photonic energy such as ultraviolet light
which can photobleach some of the materials used to construct the filters. Hence the use of such LCTFs could
increase the the wavelength range of observation avoiding mobile parts as filter wheel and making more narrow
the filtering. For all these reasons LCTFs are outlined as the best solution for focal filtering in our design.
2.2.5 Dichroics study
In this section, we will discuss the most important aspects of the dichroics use for the wavelength separation.
We analysed and studied the case proposed in (see 2.2.2). Figure 5, 6a, 6b, shows the schematic principle for
the filters displacement.
Figure 5: Schematic division between visible and infrared branches.
A first wide band dichroic filter, with an angle work of 15◦, splits the beam in two arms, the IR arm and the
visible one. Subsequently two dichroic trains produce eight channels of different wavelength, two dichroics split
the beam in three IR channels and other four produce five Vis channels. All dichroics work at an angle of 45◦,
and are long wavelength pass. At the end of each channel a filter select the relative band indicated in 2.2.
In 2.2.2 it is pointed that for two channels, 766,5 ± 0,6 nm and 800 ± 10 nm, the closeness in wavelength
and the narrow band requirement is severe. In this case, our proposal is to introduce the possibility of switching
(a) Schematic division of the visible arm. (b) Schematic division of the infrared arm.
Figure 6: Schematic division of the optical path of the multiband camera
between two narrow filters placed in the same channel of slightly wider band in order to obtain the maximum
efficiency for both bands.
The initial study suggests that the sharpness of the band can cause some problems to the Radial Solution too
(see 2.2.1). Furthermore the Radial Solution needs of dichroic filters that reflect with high efficiency a selected
narrow band and at the same time transmit an extremely wide band with high efficiency too. A deeper study
will allow to have better information in order to understand if the Radial Solution will be feasible or not. Table 2
shows all the characteristics of dichroics needed for the Xmas tree Solution, while Table 3 reports the theoretical
efficiency of every channel calculated taking into account filters and dichroic filters only, without considering
any other possible optical element that could be present in the beam. Some channels are subjected to a greater
number of transmission with respect to the others. Our proposal is to have the higher efficiencies for the IR
channels and for the narrow band channels.
Table 2: Dichroics.
DICHROICS Cut Range Transm. Refl. Range Transm. Range Transition Working
λ [nm] λ [nm] R > 95% [nm] T > 95% [nm] 20% - 80% [nm] Angle
D6 (first) * 810 ↔ 1260 1000 350 - 810 1260 - 1710 150 (925 - 1075) 15◦
D8 (second - IR) 1470 ↔ 1665 1570 1260 - 1470 1660 - 1705 50 (1545 - 1595) 45◦
D3 (second -VIS) 590 ↔ 670 630 350 - 590 670 - 810 20 (620 - 640) 45◦
D7 (third - IR) 1300 ↔ 1430 1365 1260 - 1300 1430 - 1470 30 (1350 - 1380) 45◦
D4 (third - VIS) 690 ↔ 760 730 670 - 690 760 - 810 20 (720 - 740) 45◦
D2 (third - VIS) 500 ↔ 588 545 350 - 500 588 - 590 20 (535 - 555) 45◦
D1 (fourth - VIS) 390 ↔ 460 425 350 - 390 460 - 500 20 (415 - 435 ) 45◦
3. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
The development of instrumentation specifically designed for the purpose of exoplanets’ atmospheres charac-
terization will allow in the future to move from the realm of exploratory work to that of systematic studies
enabling the repeatability of the measurements. Similarly to the case of planet detection in the first place, the
best results will be obtained by the implementation of a multi-technique approach, exploiting the potential of
low- to high-resolution spectroscopy and very high-precision photometry, both from the ground and in space,
and over a broad range of wavelength.
We have presented here initial results of an ongoing feasibility study for the prototype of a versatile multi-
band imaging system that exploits the choice of a) specifically selected narrow-band filters and b) new ideas
for the execution of high-precision simultaneous measurements at VIS & NIR wavelengths for the systematic
characterization of extrasolar planets’ atmospheres.
Table 3: Filters.
FILTERS Range Number of Efficiency
[nm] passages (theoric)
F1 350 ↔ 390 4 70%
F2 460 ↔ 500 4 70%
F3 589,3 ± 0,6 3 77%
F4 670 ↔ 690 3 77%
F5 766,5 ± 0,6 3 77%
F6 790 ↔ 810 3 77%
F7 1260 ↔ 1300 3 77%
F8 1430 ↔ 1470 3 77%
F9 1665 ↔ 1705 2 80%
The study has been setup with a two-tiered approach focused on 1) the development of a scientific simulator
aimed at quantifying the performance in the retrieval of the fundamental physical quantity (Rp vs. λ ) as
a function of instrument parameters, choices for the narrow-band filters, and details of proxies for observing
campaigns. The simulator has allowed us to establish the fundamental system requirements driving 2) the
investigation of a number of opto-mechanical solutions for the prototype.
To understand the diversity of the atmospheres of hot Jupiters, that is how their compositions and circulations
are related to planet formation, migration, and interactions with the host stars, we need an ever growing number
of well-characterised planetary atmospheres. Our prototype may increase to a greater extent the number of
well-studied atmospheres of giant planets around solar-like stars and of some Neptunes orbiting late K and M
dwarfs. Only this way we will be able to search for correlations of the properties of exoplanetary atmospheres
with both stellar and planetary parameters and evolution histories, in order to build a theoretical framework
that may be able to explain their diversity.
Upon identification of the final instrument design, such an imaging system will become a very important
addition to the lot of existing and planned instruments devoted to exoplanets’ atmospheric studies, particu-
larly when seen as fundamental complement to lower-resolution spectroscopic measurements from space at IR
wavelengths (with e.g. JSWT, ESA’s M4 proposed mission ARIEL), as well as higher-resolution ground-based
spectroscopy at VIS and NIR wavelengths carried out with e.g., HARPS and its NIR extension NIRPS, the
GIARPS (GIANO+HARPS-N) facility, ESPRESSO@VLT, and HIRES@E-ELT.
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